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Vorbereitung  
 
 Why Poland? I dealt with this question quite often in the last year. Not only friends 
and family from Germany, but also other Erasmus students I met in Poland or even Polish 
people asked me a couple of times. The answer was always the same: Why not? Poland 
is such a big neighbour country of Germany and I know almost nothing about it, which is 
really sad in my opinion. Moreover, the offered courses at the University of Lodz 
convinced me the most. 
 

Basically my preparation have been word-of-mouth recommendations and the 
online webpage of the host university. Unfortunately, I had no chance to meet people 
who have been already in that city before from the EUF. Hence, I would love to give you 
at least a written report and some pictures. 
 

Studium an der Partner-Hochschule (z.B. Vorlesungszeitraum, Unterrichtssprache, 

Kursangebot, Prüfungsform)  

 
 My stay abroad lasts from the 1st of October 2017 until the 31st of January 2018. 
My host university was the University of Lodz (UL) and all in all I was very satisfied with 
the services offered by the UL. I felt warmly welcomed since the very first day and I had 
the feeling that people from the University, including ESN (European Student Network), 
were really caring about the international students. It seemed like they were really 
interested in creating the best experiences for us during our stay in Poland which was 
really nice. Moreover, the university is well structured and you get a lot of help of what 



 

you need to do in the beginning in terms of the course selection and the Learning 
Agreement.  
             The most important thing to know is probably information about the courses. The 
UL offers a wide range of different Bachelor- and Master Degrees taught in English. As I’m 
studying ‘International Management Studies’ with focus on Marketing and Media, I 
participate in many courses from the ‘International Relations’ Master programme (focus: 
International Marketing). However, there are faculties for ‘Economy’ and ‘Management’ 
as well. I would recommend you to check the university’s website and search for the 
course offering, as I’m pretty sure that don’t matter what you are interested in, you will 
find something appropriate. Don’t worry if some of the courses have less den 5 credits, as 
in most of the cases it is possible for Erasmus students to ask for 2 extra credits by handing 
in an additional task. Hence, I could manage to receive in total 25 ECTs for my courses. I 
can say that the courses are really interesting and not as simple as I thought, which I liked 
as I wanted to learn something. Professors put emphasis on a regular attendance and will 
give you extra tasks, if you miss too many lectures. Moreover, keep in mind that there 
will be several small assignments during the semester like e.g. presentation, essay, and 
group work additional to an exam (mostly MC) in the end. Therefore, the exam in the end 
won’t be that big and stressful as your grade will be generated out of all assignments. 
Nevertheless, better stay on track during the semester! 
 

Das Leben im Gastland (z.B. Wohnen, Einkaufen, Freizeit, Kosten) 

 
The accommodation situation in Lodz is quite good. You can easily get a free spot 

in the student dorms, if you are not specifically late for some reasons. Nevertheless, you 
need to consider that it is really common to share your room with 1 or 2 other students. 
Moreover, there are differences between the public student dorms and the more modern 
private student dorms. I lived 3 months in a public dorm and paid around 70€ per month, 
which is really cheap in my opinion. However, I shared the room with another girl from 
Belarus. Furthermore, there was one common kitchen shared by around 70 students. 
Personally, I almost never used it as we often had dinner/ lunch in restaurants or the 
cafeteria. Prices are really affordable there. Friends who lived in private dorms sometimes 
had a single room but some also shared their room and pay rents which can be compared 
to German prices. The last month of my stay I lived in one of this more luxury private 
dorms with single kitchens as well. In general, it can be said that many Erasmus students 
live in private dorms close to the centre. Local students and permanent students are 
mostly living in the public dorms next to university campus, shops, and student areas. In 
my opinion both option are really fine. 
 
 By tram it took me around 15-20 minutes to the city centre and 5 min to my faculty 
from the public dorm. By walking it was 25 minutes to my faculty. It is important to keep 
in mind that Lodz is the third biggest city in Poland and has almost as many inhabitants as 
Frankfurt. Of course, with less skyscrapers. By train it is around one and a half hour to 
drive to Warsaw, the capital city, for only around 3€. Lodz is located quite in the middle 
of Poland which makes it easy to travel to different spots all around Poland. Personally, I 
have been to Warsaw, Danzig, Krakow, and Torun. Moreover, we went to some of the 
Erasmus Gathering Events in Budapest. A lot of trips and other activities like f.e. parties, 
dinner in the dark, trampoline jumps and city tours are organised with ESN. I can strongly 



 

recommend students to participate in these activities as they are really fun and you learn 
to know many new people. Hence, I felt not a single minute boring during my stay in Lodz. 
 

Praktische Tipps/Fazit 
 
 In general, I can strongly recommend my stay abroad in Lodz and I would definitely 
chose the same country, the same city and the same host university again, if I had to. I 
had a wonderful time and made many new friends. I would describe this experience like 
a big vacation with many good parties, many exciting journeys and many interesting 
courses. I am pretty sure that I will visit Lodz again someday.  
 

Fotos Hiermit erkläre ich, dass Rechte Dritter an dem/den unten näher bezeichneten Foto/s nicht 

bestehen und ich der EUF die Nutzung dieses/dieser Fotos gestatte                 Ja ☒  Nein  ☐ 
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Of course it is not always raining and dark! No worries ;) 
 
 

 


